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N ovember 2019 saw 
the inaugural UK 
Equality Open 

(UKEO): a new competition 
which takes place in a 
different British location 
each year, welcoming 
“same-sex, mixed-gender, 
gender-free, wheelchair 
dancers, and showdance 
couples and teams,” explains 
organiser Pete Meager. That 
includes open categories, 
where anyone can compete.

Wimborne was first to 
host (with Manchester 
following this year), and 
the event was a resounding 
success, attracting dancers 
from numerous countries, 
and beginners to established 
champions. “The atmosphere 
was electric, and the 
ballroom was jam-packed 
from 9am until 7pm,” 
recalls Pete. “I dreamed 
a year ago that we could 
bring everyone together in 
the same competition, and 
UKEO19 did just that.”

The UK’s Tom Wolfhart 
won Men’s A Latin with Jo 
Baiao. “My highlight was 
seeing equality dancers 
and traditional couples 
competing in the same 
category,” says Tom. “I hope 
other organisations will 
consider this format. The 
audience was incredible 
– we got cheered on by 
people I’ve never met. Our 
goal as a couple is to spread 
love and happiness by 
dancing together, and when 
we’re all on the dance floor, 
we can make that happen.”

Italian dancer Davide 
di Prete, who made the 
final of Men’s A Latin with 
Irish partner Peter O’Hare, 
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Marianka Swain 
reports on the debut UK 
Equality Open 

UK Equality Open 2019.

Stepping Out
The same-sex ballroom and Latin dance scene

concurs. “Having the 
competition down south 
was a good thing, so couples 
who normally don’t travel 
to London could attend. 
Also, we need more events 
like this across the year, 
so we have the chance to 
dance more. I really liked 
how professional the event 
was, and I felt very included 
– even though I was the only 
Italian competitor attending, 
I could see my flag amongst 
the others. It was also the 
first time my partner and 
I were invited to dance in 
A category, so this is an 
experience I’ll never forget.”

Germany’s Caroline 
Privou and Petra 
Zimmermann triumphed in 
both Women’s A Ballroom 
and A Open Ballroom. 
Caroline praises MC Pete 
Meager, “a simply born 
entertainer”, and Malcolm 
Hill for their organisation. 
“What we especially liked 
was the vision that all 
dancers – male, female, 
adults, seniors, in whatever 
combination – can share 
the floor, while at the 
same time competitions 
for same-sex couples only 
were offered too. We very 
much enjoyed dancing 
(and winning) the open 
competition and women’s 
ballroom in a magic 
atmosphere of unity and 
friendship through dance.”

T he UK’s Tim Regan 
and David Jameson 

came second in A Open 
Ballroom and won Men’s 
A Ballroom. Women’s A 
Latin saw another UK win 
from Stiliana Simeonova 
and Leezah Hertzmann, 
as did Showdance Team 
thanks to the Pink Dancers, 
and both Open A Latin 
and Showdance Couple, 

thanks to Jonathan 
Morrison and Shane Seal. 

The latter pair met 
when Shane advertised 
on Facebook for a UKEO 
partner. Though they had 
an immediate powerful 
connection, Jonathan – who 
hadn’t competed for six 
years – had concerns about 
stepping back onto the floor. 
“Then the music started, I 
took Shane’s hand, and in 
an instant those feelings 
disappeared. We were totally 
lost in the routine and the 
music; it was the best feeling, 
dancing and expressing 
ourselves. The audience was 
amazing, and it made me 
remember why I love same-
sex competitions: everyone 
is so friendly. But this time, 
there was a wider audience 
including mixed couples 
– it made the atmosphere 
even more special, as we 
were finally integrated 
and truly accepted. The 
UKEO has to be one of 
the best competitions 
I’ve participated in.”

Gary Lyness, who won 
the Wheelchair Freestyle 
Advanced with Paula 
Moulton, comments: “The 
ethos of the competition is to 

be as inclusive as possible, 
and having a wheelchair 
category just goes to prove 
this. We were made to feel 
very welcome, and we had 
several people come up to 
us after to say how beautiful 
the storytelling was, that it 
reduced them to tears. Two 
of our club members 
competed in the Wheelchair 
Freestyle Beginners and also 
got a standing ovation for 
their routine – a wonderful 
reception for them. We’ve 
extended our dance family 
to the same-sex community, 
and we’re very much 
looking forward to 2020 on 
our home turf: Manchester!”

The inclusion extended 
to numerous dance schools, 
like Cheek2Cheek Brighton, 
Brighton Dancers, Equality 
Dance, Elizabeth Anderson 
Dance, Freedom 2 Dance, 
Dancezone Academy, and 
Rhythm & Dance. Jacky 
Logan was delighted to 
see so many newcomers, 
including those from the 
local area, and praised the 
“real community spirit. 
I’m sure this year’s event 
will see new starters from 
the more northern area of 
England having a go.” Pete 
adds: “The UK Equality 
Open 2020 will take place 
at Wythenshawe Forum, 
Manchester, on November 
14 – everyone is welcome!”
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